TOTAL MOVEMENT
COMPLETE CONTROL
PANASONIC ROBOTIC CAMERA SYSTEMS

ENTER A NEW ERA OF
ROBOTIC INNOVATION
Innovation is creating new opportunity
in video production. Integrating the
latest technology, camera systems are
now able to produce more spectacular,
engaging and professional content,
more efficiently, than ever before.
At the heart of this innovation
lies robotics.

Robotic camera systems enable smoother, more complete movements
that can be managed remotely, from intuitive software platforms that bring
multiple systems together as one. That means camera movements can be
automated, programmed and repeated by a single operator, delivering a
new level of control and precision.
Thanks to compatibility with augmented and virtual reality systems, live
events can be enhanced with virtual graphics in new ways to engage
audiences. In studio, 3D virtual sets can be designed with interactive and
immersive solutions, while the use of studio space is optimised.
As a world leader in the broadcast and professional video market,
Panasonic provides solutions that give you the freedom to focus on the
content you’re creating and broadcasting, safe in the knowledge that the
technology you’re using will deliver the performance you need. Our robotic
camera systems are the perfect demonstration of this commitment.
Including robotic arms, motorized dollies, elevation units and pan/tilt
mechanisms, the systems can be combined with our PTZ, 4K box and
large-sensor cameras to take your production values to new heights.
Whether it’s studio or venue-based work, the flexible configurations
available to you can be adapted to the requirement of every production.

For detailed specifications or
model information, please visit
business.panasonic.eu/
panasonic-robotic-camera-systems

TUNING SYSTEM
BY TECNOPOINT

WHAT THE SYSTEM
INCLUDES
With more than 20 years’ experience in the broadcast market, our
partner, Tecnopoint, specialises in robotic systems for TV studios,
including floor and ceiling dollies, telescopic cranes and remote
heads with pan-bar control.
From its base in Italy, it provides indoor and outdoor camera systems
globally, and began working with Panasonic on the development of
an encoder system that integrated Panasonic pan/tilt camera into
virtual studios.

TUNING S SOFTWARE

Plug-and-play TUNING S software allows you to
control up to 10 systems in different configurations
– standalone camera, floor dolly, ceiling dolly or
telescopic column. It is designed for one-person
operation and can be operated from a touch screen
display if preferred. Thanks to a user-friendly
graphics interface based on thumbnails, keyframes,
and icons, operation is easy, secure and can
be quickly understood, whether by a seasoned
broadcast engineer or even a first-time volunteer.
You simply install it on a Windows 10 PC or laptop
and take full control of the system.

TOTEM 80 AND TOTEM 50

•

Broadcast-style movements in cost-effective studio set-ups

•

Designed for Panasonic PTZ cameras

•

Lightweight, non-intrusive but highly stable design

•

Control of several systems and cameras from one point via IP

•

Easily create sequential movements and adjust in time

Integrating Panasonic professional PTZ cameras and
motorized dollies and telescopic columns provided by
Tecnopoint, TUNING allows producers and directors
to achieve new broadcast-style movements within a
cost-effective studio environment.
TUNING system goes beyond the basic moves of a simple dolly or jib, and
it creates dynamic, super-smooth imagery for live events, TV studios,
streaming productions, visual radio, IMAG and any applications that use
pre-defined sequences without significant manpower or material resources.

The Tuning Totem is a motorised column for a PTZ
camera, that is installed on top, adding a vertical
axis to the traditional PTZ movement. The Totem can
be installed on the floor as well as in the ceiling, and
can operate in either ascending or descending
direction. Two models are available, with a
selectable stroke of 80cm or 50cm in one stage. The
Totem 80 can also be used outdoors.

FLOOR DOLLY WITH FLOOR TRACK

The Tuning Track is a motorised dolly on a straight
track up to 20m long. The PTZ camera sits on top
of the dolly. The track, which can accommodate
more than one dolly, can be customised in shape
and length, to fulfil special projects, and can be
used indoors or outdoors. A wide version of the
dolly and the track can house a Totem 50, providing
simultaneous horizontal and vertical movement.

CEILING DOLLY WITH TOP TRACK

The Tuning Top Track is the ceiling version of
the Floor Track. Its features, dimensions and
specifications are almost the same as the compact
floor version. The main difference is the installation
of the cable chain, which runs in the upper part
of the mechanism, preventing cable festoons to
appear in the images.

INTEGRATED AR/VR POSITIONING

THE SYSTEM THAT TRAVELS WITH YOU
Thanks to lightweight, non-intrusive design and ceiling-fixture options,
TUNING offers the flexibility to work wherever you need it. And because it
features ultra-solid, customizable rails, it’s stable and robust enough to
deliver best-in-class performance in every professional environment.

The latest upgrade of the Tuning system enables
the notification of positioning data in real time over
the network, based on FreeD protocol. Therefore, in
combination with the Panasonic AW-UE150 PTZ and
AW-UE100 PTZ cameras, the Tuning motorised dolly
and column system is fully compatible with virtual
and augmented reality systems, such as Brainstorm,
VizRt and Zero Density. The compatibility consists on
a both hardware and software upgrades, available as
options in the configuration.

CamBot.robot is composed of all robotic systems in the studio,
highlighting the KST-UR10 robotic arm and an appropriate
Panasonic camera unit tailored to the application (AK-UB300,
VariCam LT/35, AU-EVA1). Equipped with a host of safety
features, this collaborative robotic arm can be used to extend
the field of action without the need for further safety zones
or restrictions. With a payload of 10Kg and a range of 1.2m,
the arm can be installed in several ways (pedestal, dolly,
ceiling, etc.).

KST-CAMBOT. SYSTEM
BY KST MOSCHKAU GmbH

Designed to automate, optimise and enhance your
production workflows, KST-CamBot.system is a
motion-controlled robotic camera system for TV studios.
Controlled from a central software interface, it enables highly accurate and
dynamic camera movements where space is at a premium, and features a
robotic arm that can be fully automated for repeatable trajectories.
The combination of KST-CamBot technology and Panasonic cameras
establishes a 4K-ready robotic system that is ideal for news and sports
studios, concerts, entertainment events, and even augmented and virtual
reality applications.

•

Motion-control robotic camera system for studio
production automation

•

Collaborative robotic arm for creating smooth, beauty shots

•

Moves can be created with accuracy and repeatability
along a timeline

•

Centralized control interface, for all robotic systems in the studio
(robotic arm, PTZs, pan/tilt systems) over IP

•

Extensive range of interfaces with external systems, including VR/AR
and talent-tracking environments

•

Safe operation of multiple camera systems simultaneously

CamBot.control is the central backbone technology, which
is responsible for communication with the peripheral
systems. This includes all robotic systems in the studio, and
the interface with external systems, such as AR/VR, talenttracking and studio automation systems. Other systems in
the studio can be controlled from CamBot, such as lighting
equipment, audio consoles and video switchers, providing a
high degree of automation. Collision detection technology is
supported to ensure safe and reliable moves.

CamBot.remote provides hardware and software-based control
for system operations, enabling live control of the camera
systems and setting of complex automated movements.
The intuitive interface guarantees safe and straightforward
management of all function sequences, storing, tagging and
categorizing every move or position. PTZF offsets can be
entered to adjust the moves to each presenter’s height. The GUI
works in tandem with the remote hardware panel, which has
two joysticks, a zoom whip and a large focus wheel for smooth
and precise control of lens.

ABOUT KST
KST Moschkau has grown to become a leading system
integrator across Europe with, and has since used its
knowledge and over 35 years of experience to grow into system
development which has resulted in a new and extensive product
portfolio in collaboration with Panasonic.
This includes the KST-CamBot.system, which has been
designed to both simplify and automate production workflows,
with its modular system allowing it to fit into constantly evolving
production environments and to support variable applications.

ABOUT MOVICOM
Panasonic partner, Movicom, is a developer and
manufacturer of robotic and mechatronic equipment
used in live broadcasting, from studios and outdoor
environments.
Having worked in close collaboration with Panasonic
on the development of the RobyHead D1 system,
Movicom’s goal is similar to that of our business:
to allow cameras to capture and create outstanding,
complex content, without being complex to manage
or operate.

ROBYHEAD
BY MOVICOM

If you’re looking for a high-quality pan/tilt system
to use in professional broadcasting – as well as
stationary work in theatres, conference halls and
parliaments – the RobyHead D1 is the ideal solution.
Designed to work with 4K cameras, it typically integrates with boxsize models, but has enough power to carry studio cameras and has
connections for a prompter. Fully integrated with the Panasonic AK-UB300
camera, it provides smooth and precise movements from Panasonic
control panels.

•

4К UHD support (12G-SDI, Quad 3G-SDI, 2x Fiber)

•

Stylish carbon-fiber body

•

Designed for AK-UB300, it provides power supply to camera

•

Control from Panasonic RP control panels, including presets

•

Support of Canon and Fujinon lens, and prompter

•

Compatible with AR/VR systems over IP

•

Smooth start and stop

For the ultimate in control, the RobyHead D1 can be
operated via an IP or serial interface, making integration
with studio infrastructures or outside broadcast venues simple
and straightforward. The RobyHead is available in either a
silent version with a lower payload, or a version with a high
payload which is compatible to be used with studio cameras
and prompters.
The real strength of the technology lies in its perfect
combination with the Panasonic AK-UB300 UHD box-sized
camera and RP control panels (AW-RP150, AW-RP120, AWRP60 or AW-RP50). Configured together they form a powerful,
highly professional single unit that provides full control of the
head and image parameters simultaneously. So you can build
a complete, cost-effective UHD/HD multi-camera system, as a
single panel can control multiple heads and additional
PTZ cameras.
The RobyHead D1 is also a system ready to embrace the latest
broadcast technology. Containing high-resolution encoders
on each axis, it easily integrates into the most cutting-edge
AR/VR environments and supports solutions from all major
AR/VR vendors.

The pan-tilt functions of the Robyhead D1 can be
fully operated from Panasonic RP control panels,
in addition to programme presets and limiters, and
to control lens and camera settings. Connection
to the Robyhead D1 can be made via a single LAN
connection to support installations where the camera
is controlled from the same RP panel or from a
dedicated remote operational panel. Alternatively, the
Robyhead D1 includes two fiber lines located within
the pan-tilt head and base that support connection
over long distances.
Thanks to the adoption of the Panasonic AW protocol,
the Robyhead D1 can also be combined with the
Tuning system and be mounted on a motorised
dolly, producing spectacular images with a smooth,
horizontal movement.

FOLDING WHEELED DOLLY

Control is another key strength of the system. The elevation
of the Panapod can easily be controlled from Panasonic RP
remote panels using a joystick, in a fully integrated operation
over the network. Elevation values can either be stored as
presets to be recalled later, or controlled via a pair of foot
pedals, so the operator can choose the most appropriate
method of operation in every situation. Whatever the case,
the Panapod doesn’t require any dedicated software or PC.

PANAPOD
BY POLECAM

T-BAR MOUNTING

ABOUT POLECAM
Founded in 1998, Polecam began life in the development of a lightweight,
go-anywhere rig with a remote joystick controlling a pan/tilt head. Today,
from its headquarters in the UK, it’s recognised as a leading supplier of
super lightweight, highly portable camera jibs, minicams, lenses and
remote control systems to markets that range from extreme sports to
military and security.

PanaPod

Elevation unit designed specifically for Panasonic PTZ cameras

•

Packed into a single flight case, enabling mobility and
safe transportation

•

Fast assembly and breakdown – it can be installed in minutes

•

Controlled via Panasonic RP remote panels over IP or serial

•

Pre-registered presets for exhibitions and demonstrations

•

Selectable in black or white, matching color of PTZ camera

•

Includes foot pedals, to control all axes simultaneously in
combination with the Panasonic AW-RP panel (PTZF and Elevation)

Added to control and unobtrusive content capture, is
convenience. Although the two elevation units can be
combined for a total maximum height of three metres,
Panapod fits into just one foam-filled flight case, making
transportation, set up and breakdown remarkably easy. The
case even includes space for a second elevation unit.
Once on site, the Panapod can be installed in a matter of
minutes – including the PTZ camera, fixed on a quick-release
plate – and can be mounted on wheels for maximum mobility.
But all of this agility doesn’t mean strength is compromised.

ADDITIONAL ELEVATION UNIT
•

Capturing high-quality footage, in the most
unobtrusive way possible, is the reason for
Panapod’s existence. As a standalone system
on a stage, in a studio, in a sports stadium,
or at a conference venue, the elevation unit
achieves camera positions that are great
for spectators without interfering with the
performances of the artists, players or
presenters themselves.

Thanks to its heavy payload, the Panapod can be used to
elevate more than just a PTZ camera. While a single unit
supports up to 35 kg, the 3-metre double unit can support
up to 25 kg.
If space is limited, the T-bar option (also storable the Panapod
flight case) is ideal for multi-camera shooting, with the ability
to mount up to three additional cameras. When using a heavy
payload, an optional heavy-duty base is recommended.

HEAVY DUTY BASE PLATE

Video production is always looking for new ways of producing
content that can captivate the audience in the most efficient
way. No doubt, the use of Virtual and Augmented Reality
technologies is an excellent way to communicate better
stories, to get viewer’s attention, and why not, to find new
ways of sponsorship and advertising.
In combination with robotic camera systems, the use of the
3D graphics can be maximized in small spaces, creating more
perspectives and more dynamic images. Smooth camera
movements that can be created and managed remotely,
and more importantly, trajectories can be programmed
and repeated with one remote operator in charge of
multiple devices.

THE FIRST PTZ
CAMERAS TO
SUPPORT AR/VR
APPLICATIONS
Both AW-UE150 and AW-UE100 PTZ cameras
can provide position data notification (Pan,
Tilt, Zoom, Focus, Iris) in combination with a
synchronization input, becoming compatible
with Virtual Studios and Augmented Reality
applications. Thanks to its integrated design,
the use of external, complex encoding tracking
systems are no longer needed.

AW-UE100

Based on the adoption of FreeD protocol, AW-UE150 and AWUE100 cameras are compatible with most 3D engines, such as
Brainstorm, Zero Density, VizRt, Pixotype and ChryronHego.
All these systems are providing a lens calibration file that
dramatically simplifies the setup and calibration of their
AR/VR systems.
Thanks to AW-UE150 and AW-UE100 cameras and the
collaboration with most AR/VR manufacturers, Panasonic
enables a cost-effective system for augmented and virtual
reality applications, easy to install, easy to operate, and easy
to maintain.

AW-UE150

Compatibility with Augmented and Virtual Reality systems
boost the performance of robotic systems and vice versa,
offering incredible possibilities for content creation, with no
boundaries due to space limitations. The performance can
be increased even more with the addition of talent tracking
systems, accomplishing the next step in studio video
production: automation.
Panasonic offers a wide range of robotic camera systems
compatible with AR/VR applications, including KST.CamBot
robotic arm, Tuning motorized dollies and columns, Robyhead
pan/tilt mechanism and AW-UE150/UE100 PTZ cameras.

PANASONIC
CAMERAS
FOR ROBOTICS
PANASONIC CAMERAS FOR ROBOTIC USE

ONE PARTNER, MULTIPLE SAVINGS
Choose Panasonic as your partner in robotic camera systems and you
benefit from expert support and complete solutions provided by a single,
specialist supplier.

AW-UE4

AW-HN38H / AW-HE38H

AW-HN40H / AW-HE40H/S

AW-UN70 / AW-UE70

AW-HN130 / AW-HE130

AW-UE100

AW-HR140

AK-UB300

VariCam LT / EVA1

AW-HE42

For your business, that means a number of significant savings.
•

Reduced transaction costs – you’ll have a direct relationship
with one sales representative, and one service manager

•

Reduced integration costs – unified control protocols and
software products streamline your operations

•

Reduced roll-out costs – shared operating menus cut set-up
time and training requirements

•

Reduced maintenance costs – you can implement simplified
service schedules and routines during the set-up phase

•

Global warranty – all robotic systems are covered by
Panasonic warranty and service, with Warranty Extensions
available as an option.

AW-UE150

AK-UC4000
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